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Joke about $1 for chalk X and $9999 for knowing where to put it

Sometimes not just enough to know how to work things

Real wisdom is knowing how things work

Knowing God’s Ways

*Methods – good, but not enough

don’t be satisfied with only learning methods and tricks of ministry and life

flesh gives birth to flesh

*Principles – necessary – God’s ways,  Why we do what we do

help us be wise to change and modify methods to find real success in 

changing contexts

*Theology – Who God is, What He is doing in all of History and How He wants us to be a 

part of what He is doing.

Knowing this big picture stuff is most important

difference between having directions and really knowing a city and having a 

birds-eye view in your mind
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Another way of recommending and describing the training you are doing at PLBC and 

specifically what we are trying to do today

*Grasping Theology – truths about God – Primarily Biblical Revelation of Himself in Christ 

and the grand Biblical Narrative

*to which we add history – the laboratory, the proving ground of working out theology in 

all of life

*A good handle on these two things and a lifelong friendship with these two things (along 

with a heart for God and to honor God, which is indespensible, but not part of the formula 

I’m trying to communicate.)

*These two things will give us clarity – going beyond mere information and knowledge to 

insight – what the Bible calls wisdom

be like the men of Issachar, “who understood the times and knew what 

Israel should do”- (1Ch 12:32 NIV)

From that standpoint, then, and I think only from that standpoint, can we get two things 

that will empower our lives

*A sense of the urgency of the place we are in history (at least in North America)

The culture is apostate from a grand Christian heritage, dishonoring God 

Who has given so much blessing

The church is to blame, because to a large degree, the church is apostate 

from a grand Christian heritage, dishonoring God Who has given so much blessing

We are tempted to shift the blame to the liberal church or our grandparents 

or parents church, and think that we are honoring God and doing all that we can do

I ask you to withhold that judgment, because it is possible that we think we 
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are doing well by judging ourselves by the low standard of ourselves and our society

I ask that you humbly review that judgment after we have looked at the 

standard of faithfulness we see in the Puritans

it may give many of us an opportunity to repent and reawaken 

to the urgency of the task and the times

*That clarity also gives us a sense of opportunity that we have

And the faith that God can have tremendous impact, even in an apostate 

culture and church

Because we see in the Puritans that He has done it before, in the midst of 

ordinary people like us

They did it,  We can do it – IF we tap into their theology and principles and 

apply these in methods appropriate to our culture

*And from that we should prayerfully get our strategy
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Puritans

A diverse group of Protestants in England approximately mid 1500s to early 1700s

Not a denomination or official organization, rather a movement, an approach to 

Christianity shared by many from diverse denominations and organizations

Tremendous impact on the church in England, and therefore on English life that extended 

far beyond the Puritan era

their impact is still very strong today

Many Puritans led the way in immigration to North America and were foundational to the 

nations of US and Canada

the Pilgrims that landed in Massachusetts and many others were Puritans.  

And their ideas and influence can hardly be overstated
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I’ll be up front about my Goals:

*To many people in our society, the term Puritan is a dirty word

by the way, it was the same in their day as well

like the term Christian, it was originally a term of abuse that stuck

I want to take a second to try to defuse some of that bad press and help us to see them 

fairly and make up our own minds

*To give us their background and context

understand them best by making the connection with the world they lived in and the 

battles they were fighting

*To generally learn who they were and what they did

the overall high points of their history

*More than just learning dates and facts, to learn the significance of what they did and 

how it changed the world around them

how they have been a major influence, not only in the church up to our day, but also 

the wider society

and how their influence is not going away, but in some circles is still growing today

*I want to recommend the Puritans as a model of Christian Piety and discipleship and 

Gospel ministry

they really did have it together when it came to Gospel changed lives and ministries 

and theology and prayer and worship and family life and Christian witness and activism 

in the community, etc.

*In other words, I want to recommend their God centered approach which did not limit the 

Christian life to 2 hours on Sunday, or only to the private sphere or my own preference 



via the consumer mentality

They demonstrated how it impacts absolutely every area of life 

both of which I think we desperately need

*Through this I want you to catch a taste to read Puritans

some of my best encouragement, motivation and growth has come from getting away 

from my own time and reading the writings from this time period

I hope you will take me up on this challenge, you will not be disappointed.
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*What do you think of when you hear the word “Puritan”?

Brainstorm

Against sex, fun, busybody, hypocrite (cf. Scarlet Letter)

*against fun quote

*question the signature on this photo

Actually by a journalist by the name of Henry Menchen, who also has quotes 

against marriage, for being an egoist and defrauding people to get what you want – Hater 

of religion/God in general

Should we then take this with a grain of salt?
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*A good life rule is to judge the opinion by where it comes from

Who is it that typically lampoons Puritans as being hateful and dour and no 

fun?

Hollywood, Hugh Hefner, Atheists, etc.

Those who do so to try to cover up and excuse their own sin
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*The facts are actually the opposite

The Puritans are some of the most joyful people

They recommended fun, 

But within Biblical guidelines

For them Fun was not the most important thing in life

They recognized that life was to be lived for eternity, not for 

leisure

They were all for sex, 

But within Biblical guidelines, i.e. marriage

They did not typically wear all black, but wore bright clothing like the 

fashions of their day, 

but avoided being flashy and were austere for Biblical reasons

They drank ale in moderation, always governed by higher principles

When they were strict in things like Sabbath and Worship, etc. as we will see 

it was in correction of abuse, for Biblical reasons, and intended to help people find the 

most joy

They spoke out against things like gambling and animal abuse, drunkenness 

and swearing, visiting brothels, etc.  

Most of which even our secular culture now recognizes to be 

bad.

Yes, they made some mistakes and were nowhere near perfect, like the rest 

of us

One possible Example – Salem witch trials
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injustice or justice depends on whether or not 

they were truly witches 

– never considered nowadays

But to focus on the mistakes and miss the great Christian 

examples that they were is stupidity

*So I ask that you put aside any prejudice you may have learned from public school and give 

the Puritans a fair hearing.

Don’t follow their mistakes, but be open to follow their successes
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Review of what you have learned about the Reformations so far to set the context for the 

Puritans

Reformations is plural for a reason – three groups I want to mention and review

*Protestant Reformation – primarily in Germany and Switzerland under leaders like Luther, 

Zwingli and Calvin

*The Roman Catholic Counter Reformation as typified in the Council of Trent

*The English Reformation – under the leadership of Henry VIII and people like Thomas 

Cranmer

*The question for review in all three of these is “What changed?”  What did each of these 

accomplish, what was different from the Roman Catholic Church before each movement?

Class Brainstorm Protestants

*Theology – justification by faith, etc.

*Authority – Bible final authority, not church, not church leaders

*Ritual – the ways of doing church, i.e. preaching, worship, all of life, etc. changed in some 

way based on the newfound Theology

btw didn’t change everything – Luther wanted to reform church from inside, 

not reject everything

only changed what was necessary – and had good reason

*Challenged and fixed abuses like indulgences, church leadership who were not pious and 

competent

Brainstorm Counter Reformation based on same categories

Did Trent change theology?

*Not really, mostly solidified it in rejection/reaction to Luther
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Did Trent change authority?

*No – reaction against Luther

Did Trent change ritual

*Basically no

Did Trent fix abuses?

*Yes, they are to be commended, they took the opportunity to clean house of 

abuses and bad leaders, etc.

*My way to put it is that they experienced Reformation without Protest

they cleaned house without challenging anything Rome 

believed or did

Brainstorm English Reformation – What changed in same categories?

Change theology - *No

Change Authority –

*Yes – basis of English Reformation is that the Pope cannot tell 

King Henry what to do.  Period

question of who has power, nothing else

Henry was the authority, not the Pope

not quite sola scriptura of the 

Protestants!

overstatement because by removing Roman 

authority, Henry opened the door to change in other areas, but these changes came later

Change Ritual - *No, not at first

Fix Abuses - *Maybe, obviously the Roman church wasn’t doing the abuses, 

and some got better

but some just changed from Pope abusing people to Henry 

abusing people

*I describe this as Protest without Reformation

but like I mentioned, it opened the door for more change – who would walk 

through that door? - Puritans
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More background – details of the English Reformation – protest without reformation

*Henry the Eighth

“I do not choose anyone to have it in his power to command me, nor will I 

ever suffer it.”

Broke with Rome, not over doctrine, not over forms of worship, but over 

control

Kept Roman doctrine and forms of worship, just rejected papal authority

Allowed underlings to move in a reformed direction

much communication between England and the continent

they knew what was going on and many wanted to join it

For the most part Henry put the brakes on hard, but allowed 

a few concessions

Most important was the “Great Bible” – Bible in English in 

every church

*Edward VI 

Reformed, allowed much change in the Reformed direction, but died early

*Mary Tudor- Bloody Mary-

Catholic in sympathy and necessity, 

sought to undo all that had been done toward reformation

persecuted Protestants, killed their leaders

Rogers and Hooper, first Protestant Martyrs under Mary

no compromise, no recantation as this was thought to be 

treason to Christ
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cannot give in an inch without being unfaithful to Jesus

Many Protestants ran away to the continent – especially Geneva and the 

Netherlands, which were staunchly Reformed

William Ames – early leader spent time in Netherlands where 

He taught and wrote “The Marrow of Theology” which is basically an English version of 

Calvin’s Institutes, a systematic discussion of Christian/Biblical Truth

I read this a few years back and it was life giving to my soul –

rich stuff

not stale textbook - "Theology is the doctrine of living for 

God."- Ames

*Elizabeth

Protestant by sympathy and necessity 

Very suspicious of Catholics- assassination plots

More moderate- wanted to make room for all protestants-

Trying to stop the bloody pendulum swing of the past few years

Solidified the use of the Book of Common Prayer

but ongoing conflict on the Content and theology of the Book

39 Articles adapted by Anglicans as Founding document of their faith and 

practice

Elizabethan Settlement-

*NC Elizabethan Settlement
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Elizabethan Settlement

Illustrated by four documents

*The Supremacy Act – basically, the supreme head of the church is Elizabeth the Queen

Every civil leader and every church leader/minister had to take an oath:

“I do utterly testify and declare in my conscience, that the queen’s highness 

is the only supreme governor of this realm…as well in all spiritual or ecclesiastical things or 

causes…”

what she says, goes, in all things civil and religious – English Pope

definitely not freedom of worship, maybe a small step in that direction, but 

primarily a large step away from Roman control

*The Act of Uniformity – basically, every church in England has to believe and worship 

exactly the same way

as defined by Elizabeth and written in the Book of Common Prayer

stiff penalties for worshipping, preaching, leading service in any other way

*The Book of Common Prayer

Originally written by Thomas Cranmer during Edward’s reign 1549, updated 

more reformed in 1552, compromise version 1559

Ritual for all English worship – service outlines/liturgy for all occasions

much great and profound stuff here – marriage ceremony

Updated as part of Elizabethan Settlement to solidify theology in a more 

Reformed direction

but it was one size fits all, and also solidified traditional rituals

*39 articles – creed/confession of the church of England
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most of which is standard confession stuff – Trinity, etc.

39 articles, standard Reform theology, i.e. Calvinist rather than Arminian

The result of these documents – Elizabethan settlement

*allowed more Reformed/Calvinistic Theology – i.e. decisive move away from Roman 

Catholicism

not fully reformed like it was on the continent, but a moving in that direction 

away from Rome

*but keeping worship/ritual and church governance more traditional as much as possible –

including much Roman ritual that was unacceptable to the Reformation

Like every good compromise, left nobody satisfied
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Let’s pause and reflect

Put yourself in their shoes

IF you were a pastor or normal church goer in this situation, what would you do?

Think about it

Think about the difficult situation - frustration

Status Quo is official legal policy that comes with punishment for doing different

But you have seen so much better! 

– you have clarity that comes from theology and history

- you have seen the urgency of the task and also seen the opportunity to do 

something about it

If you would say, “Don’t rock the boat, lets just get along, don’t want to risk getting in 

trouble”  then you do not qualify as a Puritan

If you would say, “I cannot be satisfied, I know God has so much more that He has placed 

within our reach, let’s finish the Reformation!  If that means I am punished, I am willing to 

pay that price.  I must obey God rather than man”  then you qualify to be a Puritan.

Remember these people were born into a world of RC superstition, without a 

Bible/revelation in their native language

They experienced the revival of hearing about God’s grace in the Gospel for 

the first time and had been radically changed.  They had seen the wonderful things that 

were taking place on the continent, so they could not just go along!

How did that work out?

*NC High church vs. puritan
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Elizabethan Settlement Led to many years of wrangling between “High church Anglicans” 

and reformed Puritans

2 general approaches

*High Church

Few key players to mention

Richard Hooker – Pastor in London and writer – wrote against 

Puritan influence

1633 William Laud made Archbishop of Canterbury 

persecuted Puritans from this position of power

*Puritans

There are a few key players that I will try to mention later

But the cool thing about the Puritans is that it was a grass roots movement

Hundreds of pastors and leaders doing faithful ministry in small ways

Thousands of ordinary Christians following Jesus in 

unimpressive ways 

– yet with huge cumulative impact

Someone pointed out that they lost almost every one of their public battles 

to influence public structures

But they won almost every one of their private battles to be holy and follow 

Christ with all of their lives

N.B. I think Christians should publicly stand against things like 

abortion and gay marriage

But one of the most effective ways to do so is to demonstrate 
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strong Christian marriages and chastity, etc.

Some characteristics of each group to define and contrast

*High church focused on traditions and rituals – smells and bells 

– keep RC liturgy and the grandness of artistic expression/beauty

*As a reaction to that, which they saw as superstition which got in the way of true worship

Puritans had very simple worship

Name Puritan comes from their desire to “Purify” the worship of all 

unnecessary/distracting ritual

Their approach came to be known as the “Regulative Principle”

Back to the Bible

If it is not called for in the Bible, at best it is unneeded, 

at worst it is idolatry and a distraction from the true God

*High church – higher classes, people of power and position and money

wanted the Rolls Royce of worship and church

used to fine and fancy things

used to power and imposing their will

*Puritans typically had no power or money

but they had the ear of the common people

because they pastorally cared for the common people

not respecters of persons – suspicious of wealth and power

and therefore they saw changed lives

*High church had power and therefore sought influence and change (or lack thereof) 

through laws and government authority

often abusing the system for personal gain

“pastoral absenteeism” an abuse that Puritans fought against.

often using the system against the Puritans

Act against the Puritans 1593

Anyone who does not attend authorized Book of Common Prayer service 

or who does a different form of gathering 

or who even speaks against it is punished

*Puritans sought to change people through Preaching the Gospel and pastoral care

like I said, the Puritan influence did not come through one law change or 

historical event

but through thousands Gospel sermons and Pastoral counsel 

and discipline

through millions of prayers, devotions, acts of self-control and 

Christian charity

*High church liked Episcopal form of church government – top down hierarchy/control

*Puritans favored Presbyterian or Congregational forms of church government 

– though many happy to remain Anglican (episcopal govt)

almost all Puritans wanted to reform the church from within, not cause schism 

from outside 

– only broke away when absolutely necessary

*Theologically, the High church leaned toward Arminianism or what we today would call 
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theological liberalism or back to Roman Catholicism

*Puritans were almost all Calvinists, but they would not call themselves as such

they thought of themselves as Biblical Christians and only responded to these 

issues when they saw what they considered the Heresy of Arminianism threatening what 

they considered Biblical orthodoxy

*Concentrated on following the liturgy of the Prayer Book (most is good) often without 

thought or heart

often hired priests to recite the service who could barely read and who were 

not qualified to preach or pastor

remember consciously staying close to a RC model

almost a magic formula, as long as the service was said, Christian life would 

happen

*Puritans started with the Bible/Gospel and let that drive everything else

Huge emphasis on Pastors who were themselves saved, passionate and 

growing Christians

And were capable to preach, teach and pastor, because that is what they were 

expected to do
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During this time period, it worked out that there were a number of religious 

groups/approaches that were struggling for influence/control of church life in England

*Those who wanted to go back to Roman Catholicism

*The High Church Anglican – who mostly amounted to what we today would call Civil 

Religion 

– formality and respectability without life

*Reformed Anglican – those who were comfortable in the Anglican church structure and 

government and even ritual

- but who had a Christian life and wanted to live in the reformation truth and 

life

*Presbyterians who wanted to model after the Scottish model of church government and 

life (which was modeled after Geneva)

- very much reformed

*Independent Congregationalist – wanted each church to govern itself, almost always in 

the reformed manner

The last three groups are for the most part the same in terms of theology and church life 

(which I have tried to show by similar color), with the exception of church government and 

organization

These three groups in the commonality of what they believed and strived for in seeking 

revival and reform

Those members of each of these groups who truly did care (not just nominal) are Puritans 

– common cause for revival and reform
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The Political and Economic Context of this time, to help explain other things that happened

*The English Kings (I am especially now concentrating on James I and Charles I, whom we 

will talk about in a moment) had various wars with other countries, like France.

The reason I mention this is that wars cost money – and the Kings typically 

got money from taxes

When the rich were taxed, they typically passed the burden on to the poor

*Which led to oppression of the poor and great poverty and hardship

*which led to a large class divide/distrust/disgruntlement

which often took on religious overtones b/c the rich were typically high 

church and the poor typically has Puritan sympathies

*However, the merchant class (also more typically Puritan) started to have much more 

wealth and influence because of increased trade with the continent and now also the New 

World

*This ideological/class/religious struggle started to show itself in the government, as the 

house of commons was more and more sympathetic against the King in a number of issues, 

including religion
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English Civil War

First some causes

Parliament- mostly Puritans but not necessarily representing Puritan ideals

*James I – successor to Elizabeth who had no children

was not a model Christian – by any stretch

Puritans appealed to Him to change church policy– Millenary petition 1603

request for:

Correction of the Prayer Book

Get rid of some unnecessary and harmful 

ritual

Shorten the service

Correct abuses of powerful church people

Pastors have power to excommunicate, not politicians

Most important

"Concerning Church ministers: that none 

hereafter be admitted into the ministry but able and sufficient men, and those to preach 

diligently and especially upon the Lord's day; that such as be already entered and cannot 

preach, may either be removed, and some charitable course taken with them for their 

relief…"

James played nice, but basically ignored every request

Gave in to one request, even though that was more than he 

wanted to give

He allowed a Bible to be made 
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as a compromise between the Great Bible of 

Henry – RC leanings/traditional

and the Geneva Bible – Very Reformed 

tendencies – though mostly Tyndale

Finished in 1611, called the Authorized version – today typically 

called King James Version

*His Son Charles I – who by most accounts was quite an arrogant jerk

Married a Roman Catholic

Regularly clashed with Parliament – they resisted

class resentment continued to grow

Tried to impose Anglicanism on Scotland, which led to open war

Parliament refused to pay for the war – which did not go over well with 

Charles

*NC Civil War
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Parliament- mostly Puritans but not necessarily representing Puritan ideals

*fighting against Charles I grew to open civil war

One obscure MP had some foresight and wisdom to prepare for the civil war he saw 

coming with Charles

*Oliver Cromwell – general of Parliament army – skillful and wise in war – Reformed 

(Independent) and Godly in life

*Parliament won-

*NC effects of war
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Immediate Results of Civil War

Factions among victorious Parliament

*Charles executed by radical wing of parliament- controversial move that not everyone 

wanted

*Oliver Cromwell took leadership- independent, not strictly Puritan

refused to be called King

Called “Lord Protector” – his rule called “The Protectorate”

Differing Opinions on his rule- strong opinions to modern day

Young Ned of the Hill by the Pogues c.1989 based on old Gaelic song 

“A curse upon you Oliver Cromwell, You who raped our Motherland

I hope you’re rotting down in hell for the horrors that you sent

To our misfortunate forefathers

Whom you robbed of their birthright

‘To hell or Connaught’ may you burn in hell tonight”

However, Cromwell very tolerant and Christian by the standards of the day

Allowed different churches to exist freely

No state forced church form

Only disallowed Roman Catholicism and obvious heresy

*NC digression on Westminster
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Digression on important even in the meantime, while Puritans had a brief glimpse of power 

and influence

Westminster Assembly and Westminster Confession

*Westminster Confession – What Puritans believe

Creating an alternative to 39 Articles and Book of Common Prayer 

Definitive exposition of Puritan teaching

Strongly Favored Presbyterian form of church Govt. but rest was mostly 

agreed by all Independents and Baptists and Congregationalists

Reaction to State run churches seen in the section “On Christian Liberty” ch 20.2

"God alone is Lord of the conscience, and has left it free from the doctrines and 

commandments of men which are in any thing contrary to His Word, or beside it in matters 

of faith and worship.  So that to believe such doctrine, or to obey such commands out of 

conscience is to betray true liberty of conscience; and the requiring of an implicit faith, and 

an absolute and blind obedience, is to destroy liberty of conscience, and reason also." 

- goes on to speak against using liberty as an excuse for sin or rebellion to lawful authority -

both of which should be punished by lawful authority

In other words, they thought the government should be obeyed up to the point that they 

forced religious belief and practice contrary to or supplement to Word of God

*Westminster Catechism – tool for teaching people the faith – series of questions and 

answers to be memorized

*Q1: What is the chief end of man?

*A: Man’s chief end is to glorify God, and to enjoy Him forever
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Q29: How are we made partakers of the redemption purchased by Christ? 

A: We are made partakers of the redemption purchased by Christ, by the effectual 

application of it to us by his Holy Spirit. 

Q30: How does the Spirit apply to us the redemption purchased by Christ?

A: The Spirit applies to us the redemption purchased by Christ by working faith in us, and 

thereby uniting us to Christ in our effectual calling.
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After the death of Cromwell – what now?

Cromwell’s son could not handle the job

Many people, critical of the Protectorate, as well as nervous over the nation having 

executed a King (thought to be from God)

Started to suggest that they restore Charles’ son Charles II to the Throne

*Charles promised religious toleration if he was crowned

He lied- he was secretly a Roman Catholic 

*and immediately after gaining power, started to persecute those he thought were 

responsible for his father’s death – Puritans

*Act of uniformity 1662 - "Great ejection" 

over 2000 puritan pastors kicked out of ministry because would not conform 

to Charles' demands

They for the most part left their livings in official churches and preached in 

private homes or open air

either working for their living (tent-making) 

or depending on parishioners to voluntarily support them

Great ejection made it much more difficult, but did not slow them down a 

bit

Many of them went to jail for preaching the Gospel

*Five mile Act 1665

Those who will not submit to all the dictates of the English government in all 

things pertaining to religion

i.e. nonconformists – as Puritans were therefore also called
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They cannot come within 5 miles of a major city, (except in traveling through)

They can never come within 5 miles of any place where they had done 

ministry

Any who preach in "unlawful assemblies" will be punished

I am not claiming this next fact is absolute true history, I am making this connection myself, 

from what are typically seen as unrelated matters – I just stumbled on some of these facts as 

a tourist in England and made the connection myself

But it seems to me to be more than a coincidence that England officially kicks out the faithful 

Gospel ministers and persecutes them from 1662

*Bubonic Plague 1665 75-100 thousand people died

*Fire of London 1666 almost entire city destroyed

This may be a sign of God’s justice – maybe, don’t press this

*Declaration of Indulgence 1688

A few decades later – after this simmered down –

let nonconformist ministers back to the pulpit

Relaxed the persecution
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Just a taste of some of the Puritan ideas on a few subjects
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Just a taste of some of the Puritan ideas on a few subjects

*Church

Remember that they had experienced life without a good church, 

so they knew what a privilege it was

They counted church as a given, a duty, but also a joy

Church was seen as a duty giving honor to God and graciously receiving from 

Him

not as a chore done with a consumer mentality

Church was seen as the center of God’s plan and the center of Christian life

whole Sunday was given for church 

– Morning Worship 

– lunch and afternoon rehearsing the sermon 

with family, 

and then back for more in the evening

Story of pastor who preached for 2 hours and said “I need to stop before you 

get weary”

and the congregation would not let him stop, but insisted he 

preach for another hour

They saw the eternal importance of eternal things compared with the 

temporal importance of temporal things

remember the lower life expectancy and infant mortality

Church characterized by 3 things

*Preaching of the Word
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*Sacraments

*Church Discipline

Change the world by discipling Christians who impact the world in everyday 

life

out of that came many manners of charitable acts and 

ministries

not the job of the church, but of Christians and a Christian 

society
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*Pastoral Work and preaching

It was the highest of all callings that people aspired to and only the best 

were accepted

Diligent hard work taken VERY seriously

*Qualifications of a pastor

*Educated

New England's First Fruits

"After God had carried us safe to New-England, and we had built our houses, provided 

necessaries for our livelihood, and reared convenient places for God's worship, and settled 

the Civil Government: One of the next things we longed for, and looked after was to 

advance learning and perpetuate it to Posterity; dreading to leave an illiterate Ministry to 

the churches, when our present Ministers shall lie in the Dust.  ...It pleased God to stir up 

the heart of one Mr. Harvard to give one half of his Estate towards the erecting of a 

College, and all his library…"

*Godly – converted – affected

*Diligent

*Prayerful

*serious and precise 

– these are compliments, frivolous and funny preaching 

would not be stood for

remember they realized the preciousness of that time for 

their eternal souls

Saw it as of eternal importance
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Recommend Reformed Pastor

Richard Baxter on preaching:

"I preached, as never sure to preach again

And as a dying man to dying men.

I was but a Pen in God's hand,

And what praise is due to a Pen?"

On the duty of pastors:

To exercise "a very great care of the Church as a whole and in every part, with great 

watchfulness and diligence in the use of all those holy actions and ordinances which 

God has required us to use for their salvation."  

Warned against trying to pastor more people than you could effectively care for their 

souls - God raises up other pastors for them.

*humble/gentle

avoided notoriety and pride like the plague

when someone spoke well of them in a way separate 

from speaking well of Christ, they mourned and repented
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*3 most important tasks of a pastor

*Preaching the word

*Education and study was a premium

*Apply it first to yourself – never preach hypocritically

*Preach truth of God’s Word

*Preach Theologically

*Preach for Application and life change

Preached to minds, then affections, then wills

many Puritan sermons were about ½ application
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*Prayer

Deep, theological, Bible soaked Prayers

recommend Valley of Vision

*One to one discipleship, which included accountability and discipline

Recommend Reformed Pastor 

– visited every family in his church for catechism, instruction, 

accountability every year
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*Evangelism and the Gospel

*Their attitude to evangelism

Evangelism was an absolute priority and urgency

eternal destinies depended on it

The Gospel was powerful to save

The Holy Spirit was active to save through the preaching of 

the Gospel

The preacher could not cause salvation or faith

but had the privilege and duty to be used by 

God through fervent preaching

*The Gospel they preached

God centered – honor, justice and grace of God

Started with preaching the law and the horrible state of 

people without Christ 

– yes they believed in hell

Spoke of sin as an offense against a Holy God

Spoke of the sinner’s complete inability to save themselves or 

make it right in any way

Then spoke of God’s gracious condescension to send Christ

Spoke of the wonderful sufficiency of the work of the Cross of 

Christ

Spoke of the miraculous work of God’s Spirit to convert and 

give new birth
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Challenged, invited, pleaded with people to repent of their sins, 

give up their self will and believe in Christ
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*Devotions/Christian Life

*All of Grace

*I think the Puritans navigated a perfect way between legalism/moralism and license

Always serious, always fighting, always working, never giving up, never 

letting down

But never thinking it is by own strength, The work and fighting is never to 

work our salvation always to lay hold of Christ’s strength and the salvation already done for 

us by Christ’s already completed work

Moralists say “simply do good,” but Puritans (and the Bible) say, “repent, turn to Jesus and 

live the life you were meant to live!”

Moralists speak only to a fragmented, private section of our lives. Puritans speak into the 

whole.
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*Struggle/Pilgrimage

Christian life was a struggle/war/pilgrimage

recommend Pilgrim’s Progress

“Now I saw in my dream that the highway up which Christian was to go, was fenced on 

either side with a wall, and that wall is called Salvation.  Up this way therefore did 

burdened Christian run, but not without great difficulty, because of the load on his back.

He ran thus till he came at a place somewhat ascending, and upon that place stood a Cross, 

and a little below in the bottom, a Sepulchre.  So I saw in my dream, that just as Christian 

came up with the Cross his burden loosed from off his shoulders, and fell from off his back; 

and began to tumble, and so continued to do, till it came to the mouth of the Sepulchre, 

where it fell in, and I saw it no more.

Then was Christian glad and lightsome, and said with a merry heart, “He hath given me rest 

by his sorrow, and life by his death.”  Then he stood still a while, to look and wonder; for it 

was very surprising to him, that the sight of the Cross should thus ease him of his burden….

Then Christian gave three leaps for joy, and went on singing, -

‘Thus far did I come loaden with my sin;

Nor could aught ease the grief that I was in,

Till I came hither:  What a place is this!

Must here be the beginning of my bliss?

Must here the burden fall from off my back?

Must here the strings that bound it to me crack?

Blest Cross! Blest Sepulchre! Blest rather be

The Man that there was put to shame for me.’”
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*Always in view of eternal reward

willing to go through severe deprivation and suffering, because they trusted 

that their reward would make it all worth it – again eternal, God-centered perspective
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*Holiness/Sanctification/Mortification of Sin

First of all, they thought and talked about it

They thought it was absolutely necessary and pursued holiness

Two fold strategy

*Mortify Sin

John Owen

“Be killing sin, or it will be killing 

you”

“You will never find victory over 

any sin until you commit to finding victory over every sin”

don’t play with sin, don’t tolerate sin, kill it

don’t excuse sin or justify yourself or pity self 

or comfort self in your sin – die to it

don’t call it mistake, shortcoming, addiction, 

call it sin, see it for what it is, hate it and kill it

*Pursue holiness by pursuing God

delight in God and the things of God and the 

temptations of this world will lose their allure

“There is a twofold knowledge of good of which God has made the mind of man capable. 

The first, that which is merely notional …And the other is, that which consists in the sense 

of the heart; as when the heart is sensible of pleasure and delight in the presence of the 

idea of it. In the former is exercised merely …the understanding, in distinction from the… 

disposition of the soul …Thus there is a difference between having an opinion, that God is 
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holy and gracious, and having a sense of the loveliness and beauty of that holiness and grace. 

There is a difference between having a rational judgment that honey is sweet and having a 

sense of its sweetness. A man may have the former that knows not how honey tastes; but a 

man cannot have the latter unless he has an idea of the taste of honey in his mind.”

Experience how Good the Lord is and it takes care of so much.
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*Family

first cell group of the church – primary place of ministry/Christian growth

Father is responsible to pastor his family

Family devotions/prayer/Bible

Perkins – Christian Oeconomy

"A family for the good estate of itself is bound to the performance of *two duties:  one to 

God and the other to itself.  The duty unto God is the *private worship and service of God, 

which must be established and settled in every family….the happy and prosperous estate of 

the family (which consisteth in the mutual love and agreement of the man and wife,…

The household service of God has two parts…[Bible and Prayer]…

*The other duty concerning the house itself is that every member of the family according 

to their ability, employ themselves in some honest and profitable business to maintain the 

temporal estate and life of the whole…"
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*Family

first cell group of the church – primary place of ministry/Christian growth

Father is responsible to pastor his family

Family devotions/prayer/Bible

Perkins – Christian Oeconomy

"A family for the good estate of itself is bound to the performance of *two duties:  one to 

God and the other to itself.  The duty unto God is the *private worship and service of God, 

which must be established and settled in every family….the happy and prosperous estate of 

the family (which consisteth in the mutual love and agreement of the man and wife,…

The household service of God has two parts…[Bible and Prayer]…

*The other duty concerning the house itself is that every member of the family according 

to their ability, employ themselves in some honest and profitable business to maintain the 

temporal estate and life of the whole…"

*Fourfold purpose of marriage:

*1. Propagation of children

*2. Raising Holy (Christian) children

*3. Avoid fornication and protect from lust by being lawful place for sex

*4. "...that the married parties may thereby perform the duties of their 

callings in a better and more comfortable manner."  i.e. bring help, joy and comfort to one 

another - enjoy one another

"For this cause, the woman when she was created was not taken out of the man's head, 

because she was not made to rule over him:  nor out of his feet, because God did not make 
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her subject to him as a servant: but out of his side, to the end that man should take her as 

his mate."
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*Work, Leisure, pleasure

Work was to be done diligently with all heart

because it does good for the family and the world around

because it is commanded by God and honors God

*Rest was a gift of God and was spent in being restored in relationships with 

family, friends and especially God

Leisure was good, but was carefully guarded, lest it easily become a sin

Pleasure was good, but was carefully guarded, lest it easily become a sin

*Work, leisure and Pleasure were to contribute toward, but never take away 

from eternal pleasure and leisure

Forsake worldly leisure and pleasure for the sake of eternal pleasure

that is not narrow or sour or killjoy, that is just smart –

pursuing real joy
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*Wholehearted Christianity

All of life was God’s

The Bible was applied to every aspect of life

Every aspect of life was ordered to honor God

Christian worker, Christian spouse, Christian citizen, etc. 

That is why Puritans meddled in politics, because it was unthinkable that the 

politics that they were already involved in could be done in a way not centered in Christ

Christ is all and impacts all
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Puritans, 2nd generation reformation, for next 200 years in England
Debt to Packer
*Three General Statements

*Puritans are premodern
Not focused on distance and difference of epoch and culture
Not distracted by ideas of religious evolution- historical critical approaches
Felt immediate kinship with Bible people

because same human nature
because same God

*Puritans' grammatical- historical exegesis is remarkably competent
*Puritans exegete Scripture in order to apply it.

Application was focus of their concern
Application was area of their special strength
Typical Sermon was at least ½ application
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*Two presuppositions
*Scripture is God's Word

All and every part is utterance of God
Complex, but unified, coherent expression of the single divine mind
Scripture has illimitable depths
Human approach to Scripture

knowing they know little of the depths of Scripture
longing to know more
looking to God to open His Word

*Dual subject matter of Scripture
*What to believe about God

Spiritual truths about spiritual realities
Beyond the grasp of fallen human reason
We must distrust our unaided ability to interpret Scripture
Prayer is essential to interpreting Scripture

*What is our duty toward God
Scripture is to be put into practice
The purpose of study is application to putting our lives in order before God
God will prosper study when we practice it
Then our knowledge will deepen and expand
Other wise our knowledge will stagnate and run into error
The interpreter must  be reverent, humble, prayerful, teachable, and obedient
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Six Rules
*Interpret Scripture litterally and grammatically

Seek natural intended meaning of words
Attention to grammar and context

understand the words
understand the language
understand idiom
understand phraseology and flow of thought
use original languages or more than one translation

Not allegorical
Against medieval interpretation
"there is a great difference between an allegorical exposition of Scripture and an exposition of 
allegorical Scripture"

*Interpret Scripture consistently and harmonistically
seek to find harmony in Scriptures rather than harp on apparent contradictions
the infallible rule of interpreting Scripture is Scripture itself
Two principles follow

What is obscure must be interpreted in light of what is plain
Peripheral ambiguities must be interpreted in harmony with fundamental certainties

*Interpret Scripture doctrinally and theocentrically
Scripture is a doctrinal book

It teaches us about God
It teaches us about created things in relation to God

Scripture teaches a theocentric standpoint
fallen man sees himself as the center of the universe
The Bible shows God as center
The Bible shows creatures in their proper perspective- existing through God and for God

*Interpret Scripture Christologically and evangelistically
Christ is the subject matter of all Scripture

All was written to bear witness to Him
He is the sum of the whole Bible
He is to be found, prophesied, typified, prefigured, exhibited, demonstrated in all Scripture

How Scripture witnesses to Christ
Christ is the truth and substance of all the types and shadows
Christ is the substance and matter of the Covenant of Grace and all administrations thereof

Under the Old Testament, Christ is veiled- but prepared for
Under the New Testament, Christ is revealed

Christ is the center and meeting place of all the promises
Christ is the thing signified, sealed and exhibited in the Sacraments of the OT and NT
Scripture genealogies lead us on to the true line of Christ
Scripture chronologies are to discover to us the times and seasons of Christ
Scripture laws are our schoolmasters to bring us to Christ

The moral by correcting



The ceremonial by directing
Scripture gospel is Christ's 

light by which we hear and follow Him
cords of love by which we are drawn into union and communion with Him
power by which those who believe are saved

*Interpret Scripture Experimentally and practically
The Bible is a book of spiritual experience, therefore experience must be engendered
The Bible is a practical book, addressing people in a concrete situation, therefore, 

the practical application of Scripture must be engendered
Doctrine must be taught from the standpoint from which, and applied for the purpose for which, Scripture presents 
them

i.e. not just intellectual curiosity, play or argumentation
not proof text for pet ideas or vain imaginations
but in line with their intended purpose(s)

*Interpret Scripture with a faithful and realistic application
faithful

Comes from Scripture
application is part of expounding Scripture

making Scripture meaningful and relevant
the work is not done until teaching, reproof, correction and training in righteousness is 
acheived

Puritan standard 'uses' (types of application)
use of information- mould people's judgments and outlook to conform to the mind of God
use of exhortation- summon people to action
use of comfort- answer people's doubts and uncertainty
use of trial- call for people to examine and measure themselves in light of the Scriptural 
standards

realistic
address people where they are
will not pull punches, but be plain and frank
so that people feel God laying their own hearts bare
must know people's hearts and heads, must study people
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Six questions (corresponding to six rules)

*What do these words actually mean?

*What light do other Scriptures throw on the text?  Where and how does it fit into 

the total Biblical revelation?

*What truths does it teach about God, and about man in relation to God?

*How are these truths related to the saving work of Christ, and what light does the 

gospel of Christ throw upon them?

*What experiences do these truths delineate, or explain, or seek to create or cure?  

For what practical purpose do they stand in Scripture?

*How do they apply to myself and others in our own actual situation?  To what 

present human condition do they speak, and what are they telling us to believe and 

do?



Packer on Why need puritans:

“Puritans were not wild men, fierce and freaky, religious fanatics and social extremists, but 

sober, conscientious, and cultured citizens: persons of principle, devoted, determined, and 

disciplined, excelling in the domestic virtues…But even so, the suggestion that we need the 

Puritans- we…with all our sophistication and mastery of technique…- may raise some 

eyebrows….What could these zealots give us that we need, it is asked.

The answer in one word, is maturity.  Maturity is a compound of wisdom, goodwill, 

resilience, and creativity. The Puritans exemplified maturity; we don’t.  We are spiritual 

dwarfs. A much traveled leader…has declared that he finds North American Protestantism, 

man-centered, manipulative, success-oriented, self-indulgent and sentimental, as it 

blatantly is, to be 3000 miles wide and half an inch deep.  The Puritans, by contrast, as a 

body were giants.  They were great souls serving a great God.  In them clear-headed 

passion and warm-hearted compassion combined.  Visionary and practical, idealistic and 

realistic too, goal-oriented and methodical, they were great believers, great hopers, great 

doers, and great sufferers.  But their sufferings, both sides of the ocean seasoned an 

ripened them till they gained a stature that was nothing short of heroic.  Ease and luxury, 

such as our affluence brings us today, do not make for maturity; hardship and struggle 

however do, and the Puritans’ battles against the spiritual and climatic wildernesses in 

which God set them produced a virility of character, undaunted and unsinkable, rising 

above discouragement and fears…Spiritual warfare made the Puritans what they were”  

Packer Quest p. 22
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Lessons from Puritans (from Packer)

*Integration of their daily lives- faith all embracing

The single purpose of honoring God and appreciating all his gifts and making 

everything ‘holiness to the Lord’.

*The quality of their spiritual experience-

heart searching, Scripture searching devotion, meditating on word

*Their passion for effective action-

Not at all idle or lazy, out to change the world-

cf. Calvin’s vision of Christian commonwealth

*Their Program for family stability

Marriage, child rearing (teaching godliness) and family devotion

*Their sense of human worth- every individual was significant

*Their ideal of church renewal- always seeking and working for revival

“through ‘reformed’ clergy all the members of each congregation should be ‘reformed’-

brought, that is, by God’s grace into a state of what we would call revival so as to be truly 

and thoroughly converted, theologically orthodox and sound, spiritually alert and 

expectant, in character terms wise and steady, ethically enterprising and obedient, and 

humbly joyously sure of their salvation.” Packer Quest 27.

“Puritanism was at heart a spiritual movement, passionately concerned with God and 

godliness….The Puritan goal was to complete what England’s Reformation began: to finish 

reshaping Anglican worship, to introduce effective church discipline into Anglican parishes, 

to establish righteousness in the political, domestic, and socio-economic fields, and to 

convert all Englishmen to a vigorous evangelical faith.” Packer Quest p. 28.
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Serious about theology- compared to Redwoods by Packer-

Serious in devotion and manners-

Practical Theology/ Applied Theology/ “godliness”- their word

William Perkins defined theology as ‘the science of living blessedly for ever’

William Ames called it ‘the science of living to God’

Puritan theology- still Packer

*1. Mystery of God- He is God and is beyond our control and understanding

*2. Love of God- that redeems and sanctifies

*3. Salvation of God- that it is effective and total

*4. Spiritual conflict- it happens, deal with it

*5. The protection of God- overcomes in the midst of conflict

*6. Glory of God- which we further by living Christianly in trials of life
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*John Milton- Paradise Lost, Paradise regained

*John Bunyan- Pilgrims progress, The Holy War, Grace Abounding

*Richard Baxter- The Reformed Pastor, The Saints Everlasting Rest

*Matthew Henry- Commentaries

*John Owen- Commentary on Hebrews, The Death of Death in the Death of Christ, The 

Glory of Christ, The Mortification of Sin

*John Perkins- Christian Oeconomy
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Impact of Puritans

*Generations of churches/pastors/Christians who were directly impacted by their zeal and 

godliness

*Secular history

kept England from reverting to Catholicism

kept England from the aftermath of the French Revolution

New World ideals – rights/freedoms

Declaration of Independence, Bill of Rights 

– from Lex Rex – Samuel Rutherford – Puritan – one of the 

Westminster divines

*Their writings are their greatest impact

largely collections of sermons – much published after their lifetime

Theologies and devotional material

Still relevant, insightful, impacting reads – I highly recommend

many never out of print

Sometimes difficult, especially John Owen, but repays every effort

*Great Awakening

The leaders were saved and discipled – not so much in their churches, but by 

reading the Puritans

Leaders like Jonathan Edwards and George Whitfield are basically Puritans, 

just separated by time and geography

*Most of the very best and most influential Christian leaders since are either directly or 

indirectly influenced by Puritan model and writings
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Names like John Wesley, Jonathan Edwards, George Whitfield, Charles 

Spurgeon, Benjamin Warfield, Francis Schaefer, Martyn Lloyd-Jones, J.I. Packer

*Most of the very best and most influential Current Christian leaders and movements are 

directly influenced by Puritan models and writings.

Some of their influence is connected with their rediscovering and 

implementing Puritan models and ideas

Names like John Piper, Mark Dever, Tim Keller, Mark Driscoll, John MacArthur

*Movements like Desiring God, the Gospel Coalition, Together for the Gospel, 

etc.

There seems to be a revival of Puritan theology, ideals and approach, and it is 

seeing much fruit.
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Reading 1 – The Anatomy of Secret Sins – by Obadiah Sedgwick

Reading 2 – The Pilgrim's Progress – by John Bunyan

Reading 3 – The Reformed Pastor – by Richard Baxter

Reading 4 – ditto

Reading 5 – The Valley of Vision – by various, collected by Arthur Bennett

Reading 6 – An Alarm to the Unconverted – by Joseph Alleine

Reading 7 – Precious Remedies against Satan's Devices – by Thomas Brookes
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Let’s pause and reflect

Put yourself in your own shoes

Think about it

Think about the difficult situation - frustration

Status Quo is what it is

But you have seen so much better! 

– you have clarity that comes from theology and history

- you have seen the urgency of the task and also seen the opportunity to do 

something about it

I have tried to expose you to a different way and a vision for something greater

What will you do about it?

Read the Puritans and adopt their ways!
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